
FUN FICTION TOPICS TO WRITE ABOUT

+ Creative Writing Prompts for Fiction Book Ideas Write about a character who gets a DNA test for fun â€“ just to see
where they really.

Just what exactly was that device made out of? Your character goes out for dinner on a date and becomes
attracted to the waiter or waitress Having access to technology is punishable by life in prison. The Quest The
protagonist sets out to acquire an object or get to a location, facing many obstacles and temptations along the
way. Orphans are uniquely vulnerable, and as such, they have the most potential for growth. Write a book.
They get pulled into something that could change their life forever. Write a story about a dimly lit street at 3
am. Aerobics, a secret diary, and something unpleasant under the bed. You can literally make up anything you
want. Then someone comes to stay for a week and veryâ€¦odd events keep taking place in that room. Think
about your most offbeat friend. Ohâ€¦and they have a one-year-old to take care of on top of it. Any of these
ideas can be used either humorously or dramatically Your character finds thatâ€¦suspicious. Write a story
about how your character sees balloons â€” hundreds of them â€” floating toward the sky from miles away.
Write a story in which you are the main character and you imagine yourself working as a scientist to discover
an important cure. A stolen ring, fear of spiders, and a sinister stranger. Cyber information is being used to
frame innocents in extreme crime cases. They know practically everything about each other. Write a book
about how a character has been living a very sheltered, very dangerous life. Instead of going to the police,
your character decides to take matters into her own hands Write about how a package is mailed to your main
character. Write about how your main character lives in a society of slavery. Happiness is an illusion, as are
every other emotion. She calls her own number, and the man answers. Your character and their brother have
always been best friends. Voyage and Return The protagonist goes to a strange land and, after overcoming the
threats it poses to him or her, returns with experience. What is the least convenient personal habit for a
detective? Your character has no magic and their older sibling has been ensuring nobody knows since your
character was born. Write a story about two friends who make an unusual pact with one another. Your
character gets cosmetic surgery in an attempt to make her boyfriend love her more.


